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David Holmes
Alfreton Town Council
Room 12
Alfreton House
High Street
Alfreton
Derbyshire

Dear Mr Holmes

PROPOSED RESTDENTTAL DEVELOPMENT, OUTSEATS FARM

We have undertaken our review of the Outseats Farm planning application, in pariicular the
Transport Assessment that accompanies it, undertaken our site visits and considered the
likely transport impact of the proposed development on Alfreton and its surrounding
transport network. This letter represents the "plain English" version of our findings and wiil
be followed by a formal report shorily.

The proposal
The proposal is to build 500 dwellings at outseats Farm on the eastern edge of Alfreton.
Accessed is proposed by means of a four-arm roundabout from ttrtansfietet Road and
incorporating the access to the industrial estate and railway station opposite. A second
access is also proposed via the existing residential estate off Flowery Leys Lane, with
access from the end of Birchwood Road"

Key lssues
The following are the key issues that it is considered ought to be addressed by this
development proposal;

1. Achieving a safe and convenient access for all users of the development
2" Ensuring that the site is well connected to sustainable transport and local facilities

generally used on a day{o-day basis by residents
3. Evaluating the traffic impact on the town centre and key strategic links and providing

appropriate transport mitigation where necessary
4. Provide sufficient parking within the development to avoid overspiil onto the existing

highway network

Site Access
The Transport Assessment (TA) that supporis the planning application presents a proposal
for a four-arm roundabout with Mansfietd Road and- the industrial estate tpjo"ii"
(Salcombe Road)' The report indicates that the deoign has been produoed in acoordanoe
with the requirements of the Design Manualfor Roadiand Bridges {DMRB).

We consider that the junction design is lacking in several aspects;

1. Visibility at the junction is provided on the basis of the 3Ornph speed limit rather than
observed trafiic speeds. The junction is on the edge of the urban area close to the

^ speed.limit ch_ange t? 39Tqh" Actuat speeds are tikety to be higher than 30mph.2- lndicating a forward visibility of 66m does not conform to Ldvice in otuiiB. The
designer should be seeking to provide relevant visibility (according to observed
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speeds) over a distance of 1.5 times the required visibility. This is likely to prove
difficult given the location of the humpback bridge to the east of the site acless. The
relevant visibilities referred to in DMRB would be; 40mph=120m, 50mph=160m,
60mph=215m. ln the absence of actual speed recordings the access needs to be
designed to at least th_e almph visibilig criteria. A 120m fonrvard visibitity cannot be
achieved, let alone 120m forward visibility maintained over a distance 1Bgm from the
give-way line- (N.8. a reference is made to Derbyshire County Council amendments to
this standard).

3. The minimum size of a standard roundabout is 28m diameter. The Applicant indicates
a 27m diameter and it in fact measures 26m, No consideration has been given to the
ability of the junction to deal with the considerable level of heavy vehicle movements to
the industrial estate.

4" The design of the roundabout is very much that of a "compact" roundabout more
commonly found in central urban areas. We consider it unlikely that the junction meets
mandatory advice regarding entry path curvature and deflection of vehicles away from
the central island is poor. ln fact, the design is such that the otfside lanes si both
entries on Mansfield Road willrarely be used. As such, the traffic modelling presented
grossly overestimates the capacity of the roundabout"

5. Good roundabout design generally allows for easy exits from the junction" At 1gm kerb
radii we do not consider that this has been achieved.

6. No.Road Safe$ Audit (RSAI) has been presented with the proposal. This is a serious
omission, particularly given obvious visibility issues tnat could present a serious safety
problem.

The 'secondaq/ access point is considered, in the TA, likely to cater for a considerable
number of the 500 dwellings. The TA indicates 46% of dwellings would be accessed from
this location - 230 dwellings. No reference has been rnaoJto the existing number of
dwellings served off Flowery Leys Lane and Abbott Road and the ability of thE network to
cater for an additional 230 dwellings. We would have expected consideration of existing
on-street parking and the length of the drive to the new dwellings to have been considerei
along wiih reference to standards and resulis of consultation wiiir ttre emergency services.

Sustainability
Although over 1km from the town centre and the facilities and services otfered there, the
site is well located to Afreton Railway Station and to the reasonable bus service offered byoThe Nines".

lndeed, even at 1km or so from the town centre most advice would regard the development
proposal as being reasonably well located to shops and serviees tyfrcally useo on a J"y-
to-day basis by residents"

Off-Site Traffic tmpact
Following site visits to Alfreton we consider that the following highway and iraffic issues
already exist on the network;

1. Significant peak hour (PM in particular) and Saturday queues and delays through i
the town centre. Particular issues are noted at; bhbsterfield Rd/Hi6h Sylii;;
suchurch st y:T: s.ignars, High suRodgers Lane traffic signar*, anJ'the mini
roundabout of Nottingham Rd with Mansfield Rd.2' Significant queues and delays were observed at the A381M1 signalled roundabout
junction in peak hours.
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3. Significant queues were observed at the A38/461 roundabout in peak hours on the
highway neh,t/ork.

4' A38 off slip to Nottingham Road. Accessing Nottingham Road from the A38 off-
slip proves very difficult and potentially hazardous in the peak hours on the
highway network. The junction is a ghost island layout and the heavy passing
flows on Nottingham road and heavy right turns from it afford very few giaps foi
right turners leaving the A38 towards Alfreton.

The TA for the development considers the impact of the development at some of these
junctions. However, there are errors and omissions.

The first significant error is that the junction assessments that have been carried out have
been carried out at an assessment year of 2016. Even with a'fair wind'through the
planning process development is only likely to start on site in 2014. Current build o-ut and
occupation rates for residential developments are about 35-40 dwellings per year. At best
that indicates that not all dwellings will be built and occupied until atleast 2"027, and this
date is more in line with the LDF Plan period that this proposal is also being promoted
through. The analyses presented in the TA, such as they are, are therefJe woefully
inadequate in considering the level of background traffic growth likely to o."ur on an
already congested highway network in the town and on the stiategic highway network. lt isour opinion that Derbyshire County Council (DCC) should not accepi the analysis
presented as adequate beeause of the reasons presented.

The TA submitted to support the proposal indicates that it considers a threshold of 30
vehicles per hour as being a trigger for capacity assessments to be undertaken" Despite a
higher number of movements being forecast for the 461/High SUChurch St junction the TA
indicates that there is no need to formally assess this junction. lnterestingly, the report
provides no indication of how the junciion iurrently operates. lf it did, it shou-ld have noted
extreme queues and delays at this junction during the PM peak hour and on Saturdays. ln
particular, there are huge delays on the High Street arm of this junction in the pM peak
hour with very few vehicles managing to pass through the green signal in any stage of the
signal cycle. As a result, queues are often back to and through ihe signal'crosiing and
also to and through the Rodgers Lane junction. Given the current opetation of the juiction
we consider it likely that additional traffic at this junction could have a severe impact at this
location"

Again the TA report fails to consider the existing operaiion of the High SuRodgers Lane
traffic signaljunction under. existing traffic conditions. lf this had been undertaferiit is titcety
that a validated model_of the existing situation would demonslrate queues stretching bacftt9 and well beyond High SUMansfield RdlNottingham Rd mini-roundabout. Td \#ith
development model (at an appropriate future yeai) would then have oemonstrateJ nufe
issues and possibly an unacceptable level of traffic impact at this location"

The TA singularly faits to eonsider the existing traffic situation in Alfreton. No queue and
delay surveys have been undertaken and no reports of the findings of site visits represented. The mini-rould{ou! at High SVMansfield RdiNottingham RO clearty does noi i
operate as predicted in the TA (i.e. wiih very low queues). Wnitner or not thii is due to
blocking back from the Rodgers Lane and not signals is not aaoreirio, --

lndeed, under the section considering accident data, the TA indicates that;
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,...highway juncfions in the vicinig of lhe sife will opente within capacity with the addition

of devel opme nt traffic."

Such a statement clearly demonstrates a lack of knowledge of the existing traffic-conditions

in and around Alfreton. Furthermore, this section goes on to dismiss any safety issues

despite nine personal injury accidents having been recorded at the A6llHigh.SUChurch.St
junction in a iecent five-year period and sub-standard design having been indicated as the

main site access wiihout a road safety audit having been undertaken.

The TA itsetf does not address strategic impact on the highway network. lt fails to look at

any of ihe A38 junctions and, we understand, the Highways Agency still has a holding,

objection on the proposed development. The Applicant was asked to provide additional

infbrmation regarding these junctions and this is dealt with, in part, in a subsequent

technical note.

The Highways Agency requested analysis at the M1/A38 junction and at the 438/A61
junction at an appropriate future year. lt is noted that traffic surveys for the assessment

were undertaken on sth Juty 2012. Whilst this is outside of the official; school holiday

period older chitdren would have been in their exam and post-exam period and traffic flows

may have been affected at this time.

lnterestingly, the distribution and assignmeni of traffic applied in the Technical Note for the

Highways Agency differs ftom that submitted in the TA - the two assignments are not

reioncilable.- No committed developmeni iraflic has been included within the note but

traffic growth is applied loZQ22, again this is a msre robust test than that applied in the TA.

Once again the note provides capacity analysis with development withoui reference to the

existing operation of the two A38 junctions" This is not good practise; one would expect

the base models to be validated and, if necessary, calibrated in order that future conditions
could be forecast with confidence.

Nevertheless, the analysis suggests that there are issues at the M1/A38 junction, but nst

the A38/A61 junction. Whereas ihe A38/A61 junction is likely to be a lesser issue we

consider it likely, based on current observations, that PM peak conditions at the

roundabout are worse than those indicated in the modelling. ln any case, no remedial

measures are proposed despite the modelling indicating traffic impacts at the M1/A38
junction. No consideration has been given to the Nottingham Road junction with the A38

off-slips despite this being a logicat route for tralfic from the southern portion of the

development.

Parking
No consideration is given io parking within the TA despite the introduction indicating that
this would be the case. The Ta should include a consideration of parlcing provision and

ii.t .u*"Vr of existing parking along the potential route to the southern aciess ts the site

in order to assess its suitability or othenruise. 
. ;,

Other issues
There is a lack of detail provided in the TA about how traffic,is likely to distribute and

therefore to assign to the highway network. The reliance upon the 2001 eensus data is
likely to be flawed given its age and the possible employment profile of new residents of
this development who may well be relocating to take advantage of strategic highway links.
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The travel plan proposed for the site is lightweight. lt includes few real measures to
promote sustainable travel from this major development and, although it includes a bus
gate, there are no plans for a bus service through the site. The plan does include targets
but not a set of remedial measures to be imposed should those targets not be met. the
seriousness which the prornotion of sustainable transport measures is given is perhaps
best summed up by the absence of any transport contributions, or indied refeience'to
them in any way, within the Heads of Terms for the Draft Developer Contributisns 5106
Statement.

The assessments take no account of csmmitted developments in this Borough or in other
nearby Boroughs. lt is likely that these will impact upon the strategic highway network and
possibly on the local highvray network"

Conclusion
The transport information submitied to support this planning application is insufficient to
allow a fully considered response to the proposals.

What can be said is ihat the Applicant will have extreme difficulty meeting visibility
standards at the proposed main site access and that they have provided insufRcient
consideration of the traffic impact of the developmeni on the town centre. lt is clear that
the development proposal will have a traffic impact on the town centre junctions, possibiy
severe, and that no mitigation is offered to offset this impact.

It is also clear that the assessments provided do not properly address an opening year for
the full development proposals. This is a serious omission.

Yours sincerely

Director
PTB Transport Planning Ltd

E. gerard@ptbtra nsport.co. uk
M" 07792 970489
W" http://ylww. ptbtransooli.cs.uk
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